VINTAGE EXPERIENCE MICE
Half Day tour Alberobello or Monopoli and Polignano Full Day tour Matera or Ostuni
TCM200

Let your delegates act as typical Italians driving a Vintage car around the villages of the Valle d’Itria. Exploring
Alberobello, Monopoli and Polignano or Matera in Basilicata by a Vintage Car is really a funny Mice Activity for

your Corporate Meeting which could be even transformed into an interactive team building competition with the
use of the iPad. Each car will be provided with an iPad with 4G connection and geo-localization software. During
the route there will be some programmed stops where the teams have to solve all sorts of challenges in order to get
the maximum points possible and win the game. Challenge can be: taking a specific picture with a local, filming a
creative video, answering a question about local history; indeed, it is a fun and tailor-made sightseeing experience
to learn and discover the culture and history of Puglia. The activity is not a race and it remains an "escorted" tour
where our technical assistants and professional guides will follow the team. Eventual Stop lunches or Pic Nic will
be quoted according to specific itinerary. A Vintage car experience can be proposed to a maximum of 100
participants, starting from a minimum of 05 Cars to a maximum of 40 Cars with 3/2 passengers each.
Validity: Every day on request upon availability

HD tour ALBEROBELLO or MONOPOLI and POLIGNANO
PRICE PER CAR - 3 passengers on board
starting from
€ 615,00 + VAT 22%
FD tour MATERA
PRICE PER CAR - 3 passengers on board
starting from
€ 670,00 + VAT 22%
Stop Lunch pp: starting from

€ 40,00 + VAT 10%

Mice activity with IPAD: staring from

€ 42,00 + VAT 22%

INCLUDED IN THE PRICE:
VINTAGE CAR rental
drivers and technical staff to follow the tour
Insurance
NOT INCLUDED: entrance fees, tips, everything not specified in the section in price included

